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Bitcoin has formed a descending triangle 
pattern which will complete on a break and 
close below $37,020. The BTC/USD pair 
could then decline to the strong support 
zone of $34,322 and $32,933.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price 
rebounds off $37,020, it will suggest that 
bulls are accumulating near this support. 
The buyers will then attempt to push and 
sustain the price above the downtrend 
line and the 50-day simple moving average 
(SMA).

Such a move will invalidate the bearish 
setup, which could attract buyers. The 
pair could then start its northward march 
toward the overhead resistance at $45,500 
where the bears are expected to mount a 
strong defence.

The flat moving averages and the relative 
strength index (RSI) near 47 point to a 
possible range-bound action in the short 
term. 

Traders may wait for the price to break and 
close above the 50-day SMA before turning 
positive. Bottom fishing may be avoided if 
the price sustains below $37,000.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s 
happening in the cryptocurrency world. 

Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

EDITORS LETTER

 

Without a major trigger, Bitcoin 

prices have been range-bound in 

2022. While long-term investors 

seem to be accumulating on dips, 

the short-term traders who have 

purchased at higher levels may be 

liquidating their positions on rallies 

near $47,000 to “get their initial 

investment back,” said Brett Munster 

at Blockforce Capital.

During this period of uncertainty 

and high inflation, Tesla CEO Elon 

Musk advised his followers to “own 

physical things like a home or stock 

in companies you think make good 

products, than dollars when inflation 

is high.” Musk added that he owns 

Bitcoin, Ethereum and Dogecoin 

and does not plan to sell his crypto 

holdings.

Although a Bitcoin rally to $100,000 

seems like a distant dream at current 

levels, several investors remain bullish 

for the long term. Apple co-founder 

Steve Wozniak while speaking on the 

podcast &quot;Steve-O&#39;s Wild 

Ride,&quot; said he expects Bitcoin 

to reach $100,000 due to the high 

interest in crypto.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-investment-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
https://t.me/Platinumcryptoacademy
https://issuu.com/platinumcryptoacademy
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HELPS ADVERTISERS AND EARNERS!

HUBBLE, DEFI PROTOCOL ON THE SOLANA 
BLOCKCHAIN WHAT IS HUBBLE?

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around 

the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and 

ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert 

technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to 

our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so 

our readers can keep up to speed with the current 

developments in the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to 

trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but 

we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those 

golden projects with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources 

to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything 

directly to your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!
- Reefer Token

- Ernest In Disguise

- Asimi

- Hubble Protocol

- Artex

- Nunu Spirits

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://cutt.ly/wT70Rhw
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/asimi-a-blockchain-based-ad-company-helps-advertisers-and-earners/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/hubble-deffi-protocol-on-the-solana-blockchain-what-is-hubble/
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Hello, welcome to this week’s 225th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto 
market cap is $1.73 Trillion, up $10 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading volume 
over the last 24 hours has increased by 9.85% to $72.84 Billion. The DeFi volume is $12.45 Billion, 
17.10% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The volume of all stable coins is $61.60 
Billion, 84.56% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin’s price has increased 0.65% from $38,550 
last week to around $38,800 and Ether’s price has 
decreased 0.2% from $2,550 last week to $2,545
Bitcoin's market cap is $736 Billion and the altcoin 
market cap is $994 Billion.

Bitcoin investors weighed a sigh of relief after the 
European Union shot down aproposed rule that 
could have limited the cryptocurrencies that use 
proof-of-work. The focus will now shift to the United 
States Federal Reserve policy meeting on March 16, 
which could result in increased volatility.

Without a major trigger, Bitcoin prices have been 
range-bound in 2022. While long-term investors 
seem to be accumulating on dips, the short-term 
traders who have purchased at higher levels may be 
liquidating their positions on rallies near $47,000 to 
“get their initial investment back,” said Brett Munster 
at Blockforce Capital.

A positive sign of accumulation by long-term investors 
can be seen in the Bitcoin balances on major 
crypto exchanges, which have been reducing. Data 
from on-chain analytics firm CryptoQuant shows 
that combined Bitcoin balances across 21 major 
exchanges have dropped to their lowest level since 
August 2018.

During this period of uncertainty and high inflation, 
Tesla CEO Elon Musk advised his followers to “own 
physical things like a home or stock in companies 
you think make good products, than dollars when 

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Tether

BNB 

USD Coin  

XRP  

Terra                

Cardano

Solana 

Binance USD                 

Others

42.73%

17.75%

4.65%

3.51%

3.04%

2.12%

2.01%

1.55%

1.48%

1.04%

20.12%

inflation is high.” Musk added that he owns Bitcoin, Ethereum and Dogecoin and does not plan to 
sell his crypto holdings. 

Although a Bitcoin rally to $100,000 seems like a distant dream at current levels, several investors 
remain bullish for the long term. Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak while speaking on the podcast 
&quot;Steve-O&#39;s Wild Ride,&quot; said he expects Bitcoin to reach $100,000 due to the high 
interest in crypto.

CoinShares’ latest Digital Asset Fund Flows Weekly Report showed an outflow of $110 million after 
seven consecutive weeks of inflows. This shows that some investors may be reducing their crypto 
exposure due to its lacklustre performance compared to gold.
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Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

line of the triangle, it will suggest that the bears 

have overpowered the bulls. That could indicate the 

resumption of the downtrend.

The ETH/USD pair could drop to $2,159 where the 

bulls may attempt to stall the decline. Any rebound is 

likely to face stiff resistance at the breakdown level 

from the triangle. A break and close below $2,159 

could open the doors for a possible decline to $2,000.

Alternatively, if the price bounces off the support line, 

the bulls will make one more attempt to push the pair 

above the 50-day SMA and the resistance line of the 

triangle. Traders could turn positive in the short term 

after the price closes above the triangle.

near this support. The buyers will then attempt to push 

and sustain the price above the downtrend line and the 

50-day simple moving average (SMA).

Such a move will invalidate the bearish setup, which 

could attract buyers. The pair could then start its 

northward march toward the overhead resistance at 

$45,500 where the bears are expected to mount a 

strong defence.

The flat moving averages and the relative strength 

index (RSI) near 47 point to a possible range-bound 

action in the short term. 

Traders may wait for the price to break and close 

above the 50-day SMA before turning positive. Bottom 

fishing may be avoided if the price sustains below 

$37,000.

CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES

Bitcoin has formed a descending triangle pattern which 

will complete on a break and close below $37,020. The 

BTC/USD pair could then decline to the strong support 

zone of $34,322 and $32,933.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price rebounds off 

$37,020, it will suggest that bulls are accumulating 

BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Ether’s rebound off the support line of the symmetrical 

triangle fizzled out at the 50-day SMA on March 

9. This indicates that bears are selling at every 

resistance level.

If the price breaks and sustains below the support 

ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Binance Coin has formed a symmetrical triangle pattern, 

indicating indecision among the bulls and the bears. 

While the bulls are buying on dips to the support line, 

the bears are selling on rallies to the resistance line. 

The price action inside a triangle is usually random and 

volatile.

The price rebounded off the support line on March 14 

but the bulls are struggling to sustain the higher levels. 

If bears succeed in sinking the price below the support 

line, the downtrend could resume. 

The pair could first drop to $300 and then to the pattern 

target of the setup at $246. The RSI in the negative 

territory indicates the path of least resistance is to the 

downside.

This negative view will invalidate in the short term if the 

price rebounds off the support line and breaks above 

the 50-day SMA. Such a move will indicate accumulation 

on dips.

A possible trend change will be signalled after the price 

breaks and sustains above the triangle.

BINANCE - BNB/GBP

$0.87 within the next few days, the possibility of a 

break below $0.78 increases. If that happens, the ADA/

USD pair could drop to the critical support at $0.74. 

A break and close below this level could signal the 

resumption of the downtrend. The pair could then slide 

to $0.60.

Alternatively, if the price rises from the current level 

and breaks above $0.87, the bulls will attempt to push 

the pair to the 50-day SMA. The positive divergence 

on the RSI indicates that the bearish momentum may 

be reducing.

A break and close above the 50-day SMA could 

provide an opportunity to short-term traders with a 

target objective of $1.26.

The bulls have been attempting to defend the $0.78 

level for the past few days but the failure to achieve 

a strong rebound off it indicates a lack of demand at 

higher levels.

If the bulls fail to push and sustain the price above 

RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

The buyers attempted to push the price above the 

resistance line of the triangle on March 12 but the bears 

were in no mood to let go of their advantage. The 

price turned down from the resistance line but a minor 

positive is that the bulls are attempting to defend the 

50-day SMA.

If the price rebounds off the 50-day SMA, the buyers 

will again try to drive and sustain the pair above the 

resistance line. If they succeed, the XRP/USD pair could 

turn positive in the short term and rally toward the 

psychological level at $1.

On the other hand, if the price breaks below the 50-day 

SMA, the bears will fancy their chances and try to sink 

the pair below the support line. 

This is an important level to keep an eye on because if it 

cracks, the pair could plummet to $0.62 and later drop 

to the critical support at $0.54.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/xrp-price-gbp-how-to-trade-xrp-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bnb-price-gbp-how-to-trade-bnb-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/cardano-price-gbp-how-to-trade-ada-gbp/
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The year 2022 started on a relatively optimistic note 

but things changed very soon and we have moved in 

to a situation which is besieged by war, meltdown in 

financial markets and high inflation in most countries 

around the world. The financial markets have been 

witnessing significant sell-offs on a regular basis 

although commodity prices are rising, thereby 

exacerbating the cloud of uncertainty around us.

In the midst of all these, we are witnessing a war 

in which cryptocurrency and even NFT are playing 

a part. Who would have thought that such digital 

assets would one day play a role in wars that involve 

battle tanks and fighter jets?

Ukraine has been seeking donations and contributions 

from people in all forms including cryptocurrencies 

and its leaders are regularly tweeting the address 

of their digital wallets where people can send their 

contributions in digital currencies. 

As the story below points out, Ukraine has 

already received millions of dollars as donation or 

contributions in cryptocurrencies and has used a 

part of that on military equipment and on civilian 

needs. Read on to find out more about how the 

current war situation in Ukraine is quite unlike what 

have seen or know so far.

CryptoPunks NFT donates to Ukraine’s 

campaign

One of the world’s most sought after NFT projects, 

CryptoPunks NFT, has transferred US $33 million 

NFT MARKET SUMMARY
in cryptocurrency to Ukraine’s Ethereum wallet on 

Tuesday. It came on a day when almost $10 million 

was donated just in Ethereum and other crypto 

tokens, thereby making it the greatest single day 

since Ukraine started seeking contributions. 

By some estimates, at least $14 of the total donated 

cryptocurrency so far, has already been spent on 

military equipment and civilian supplies including 

food and fuel. It may be recalled that Ukraine has 

appealed for assistance in the form of money and 

weaponry to help it fight against Russia, which 

invaded the smaller European nation last month. 

CryptoPunks is a collection of 10,000 distinct digital 

characters including Apes, Zombies, etc and reside 

on the Ethereum blockchain. All the 10,000 NFT 

were bought within few hours of its launch and 

the same can now be bought from the secondary 

market.
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Ninja Fantasy Trader NFT

Ninja Fantasy Trader is the first financial NFT game 

in the metaverse. Their first NFT collection is 31,700 

rare NFTraders called Samurais. Upon owning a 

Samurai, you get access to the first financial NFT 

game where you play to earn in live markets such 

as cryptocurrencies, stocks, forex and commodities.

You can test your skills as martial artist in trading 

battles and tournaments against other Ninja players. 

You can also create companies, get investors, own 

buildings and offices and make profits from the real 

estate. Your ownership of a Samurai also gets you 

a VIP membership to trading course, daily market 

analysis, signals, access to VIP trading group and a 

community of thousands of real traders. 

Around 10,144 Samurais are available for pre-sale 

at discounted prices and they are the rarest ones, 

which possess unique features and superior genes 

compared to the other NFTraders. 

The mission is to build a community where players 

are an active part of the first financial play-to-

earn game, that has a real-world reference on 

the movement of assets in different markets. The 

vision of the team behind the project is to start a 

revolution where everything in commercial finances 

can be represented in a more fair and accessible 

way in a game that has a direct impact on the lives 

of its users by achieving enormous growth in both 

knowledge and earnings.

Generic Heroes League NFT 

Generic Heroes League (GHL) NFT is a collection 

of 4,444 Heroes living in the Ethereum metaverse, 

whose minting will begin over the weekend. Holders 

of the Heroes NFT can earn $POWER tokens daily, 

take part in NFT claims, giveaways and be part of 

a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) 

responsible for the first ever community-driven 

comics storyboard. All comics will be hand-drawn 

and launched as an NFT with lot of utility as well. 

Each first edition Heroes NFT will produce 10 

$POWER tokens every day for the next 10 years 

and you can use them to name your Hero, write his 

history or stake to earn more $POWER and even 

vote on the future of GHL. 

There will be a Heroes Vault and holders of the 

Heroes NFT will be able to take part in coordination 

of the Vault. This Vault will receive 20% of all 

royalties from the present and future initiatives and 

holders can vote about the usage of the funds.

In the third quarter of 2022, the project will be ready 

for the metaverse and all the assets of the NFT can 

be used in the metaverse. It will also be extended 

to Sandbox, where a field will be bought once the 

entire project is sold out. The field will be their 

Diamond League Hall, where all the Heroes will meet 

and host special events.

Femmes Bizarre NFT 

The Femmes Bizarre NFT is a collection of 11,111 NFT, 

handcrafted by a young feminine artist and placed 

on the Ethereum blockchain network. The creative 

desire of the 17-year old artist has brought to life 

varying fashion statements, eye-catching styles and 

different perspectives.

The NFT has three female characters – Gangsta 

Wife Matilda, Wild Hunter Uma and Secret Agent 

Baby Lilu. In addition to the over 300 hand-drawn 

qualities, there are a number of very unusual ones as 

well. This number has the potential to produce more 

than 11,111 NFT pieces.

One of the main goals of the project is to create a 

global art brand around the work of Salamandre, the 

artist behind it. 
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In terms of the roadmap, there are giveaways too. 

For instance, 25 randomly picked Femmes Bizarre 

NFT will be delivered to wallets holding at least one 

Femmes Bizarre NFT once 25% of the collection is 

sold out. 

Similar or corresponding ratio of giveaways will be 

followed when 50% and 75% of the collection are 

sold out respectively. In addition, a collection of 

customized couture merch will be launched when 

75% of the sales is achieved. When the entire 100% 

of the collection is sold out, they will sponsor a 

project of chess classes for autistic kids.

Conclusion

As we have seen in the past as well as from some of 

the stories mentioned above, NFT continue to make 

forays into hitherto unimaginable areas of real world 

and will soon be very much part of our mainstream 

lives apart from its diligent and consistent moves in 

the metaverse. 

We have heard about NFT helping struggling artists, 

supporting efforts to save endangered species, 

helping mental health issues of humans and 

even supporting causes related to environment 

conservation. The interests of young children in 

launching their own NFT projects also augurs well 

for the community. 

The latest to be added are the world’s first financial 

NFT game and Ukraine seeking contribution in 

cryptocurrencies and one of the world’s most 

popular NFT collections donating funds to help 

in the Ukrainian cause. However, as more such 

utilities of such digital assets evolve over time in our 

mainstream lives, we have to be careful of its misuse 

and falling victims to frauds using the same digital 

assets. 

We have seen and learnt a lot in the realm of digital 

world and lot more still remains to be learnt and 

discovered in the metaverse and real-world use 

cases of digital assets. Hope you enjoyed reading 

it. Thank you.
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https://cutt.ly/ZA9GvBD
https://cutt.ly/ZA9GvBD
https://discord.gg/A4aCehasYp
https://mint.ninjafantasytrader.com/
https://whitepaper.ninjafantasytrader.com/
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https://whitepaper.ninjafantasytrader.com/gameplay/nft-companies
https://www.facebook.com/Ninja-Fantasy-Trader-103046455491764
https://twitter.com/NFT_Tradergame
https://www.instagram.com/ninja_fantasy_trader/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTgywpqNXzoqQFHrAA9fYxg
https://discord.gg/A4aCehasYp
https://t.me/ninjafantasytrader
https://medium.com/@NFTrader
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HAVE (Humble Alpha Veteran Empowerment) is 

launching an NFT (non-fungible tokens) project, on 

10 March 2022, designed specifically to address 

the ongoing needs of Veterans. HAVE recently 

was honored to receive Florent Groberg’s support, 

one of 67 living Medal of Honor recipients, to the 

project. The project aims to raise funds through 

four drops (launches) of Veteran-inspired NFTs, to 

further the development of the HAVE ecosystem of 

support and financial services designed to empower 

Veterans. Funds will also be donated to 25 Veteran-

focused non-profit organizations (NPO) each drop. 

NFTs developed for Veterans by Veterans, HAVE 

NFT connects the Veteran community to support, 

opportunities, and funding through the NFT industry.

“This is a journey and HAVE NFT is leading the way 

into this whole new world. I’m excited to be a part of 

it because of the people involved on this journey”, 

explained Groberg. “One thing I learned a long time 

ago, whether it was on a soccer field, on the track, 

or in the mountains of Afghanistan, it’s a lot easier to 

get things done with a team of like minded people 

who are committed to the mission. We have an 

objective, and we’re gonna make a difference in the 

Veteran community.”

HAVE founders, Steven Kuhn and Lane Belone, 

have been working diligently for the past 4 years in 

building organizations like the Vetrepreneur Tribe 

and Warrior Council with other Veterans to address 

the healing and business needs of Veterans. HAVE 

NFT was born from an idea to tokenize Challenge 

Coins as NFTs as a way to raise awareness and 

funds, and to accelerate the impact that HAVE is 

making.

What are HAVE NFTs?
HAVE NFTs are being launched on the Ekta blockchain, 

combining the concept of traditional Challenge Coins 

with the emerging technology of NFTs. Challenge 

Coins are collectible coins or medallions that carry 

a unit’s emblem. With use dating back to Roman 

soldiers, Challenge Coins are regularly used to prove 

membership to a unit, to strengthen camaraderie, 

and recognize valor and success.

The HAVE team connected Challenge Coins to the 

burgeoning world of NFTs and the metaverse to 

create HAVE NFTs. NFTs are unique digital tokens 

with verifiable ownership, created on blockchain 

networks and can represent a unique digital asset or 

something unique in the physical world. HAVE NFTs 

are unique digital Challenge Coins that establish 

membership into the HAVE ecosystem, giving the 

owner access to all the services and benefits that 

both HAVE and the Ekta blockchain provide.

How HAVE NFT funds will be used
- Launch the full HAVE ecosystem, connecting

Veterans to the decentralized finance economy for

access to capital, opportunities, and empowerment

programs like the Vetpreneur program

- Continual development of HAVE Events, online and

offline, that promote networking, education, and

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nft-hub/have-nft-soon-to-launch-with-medal-of-honor-recipient-florent-grobergs-support/
https://cutt.ly/HAP62fj
http://ekta.io/
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entrepreneurial development 

- HAVE NFT will donate 5% of the funds raised to 

Veteran nonprofits  – 25 nonprofit organizations per 

NFT Drop until 100 nonprofits are supported over 4 

separate mints

- Fund Veteran gatherings, retreats, and healing 

work, virtual and in-person; in collaboration with 

Veteran nonprofit partners

The benefits of owning a HAVE NFT
HAVE NFT owners enjoy benefits in both the real 

world and the blockchain world. In the physical 

world, holders gain access to all the events and 

activities within the HAVE platform as detailed above. 

In the digital and blockchain world, HAVE NFT 

holders can earn passive income by staking their 

NFTs for cryptocurrency returns. Holders also gain 

access to the growing investment tools and financial 

opportunities with the Ekta blockchain ecosystem. 

This can take the form of investment pools, fractional 

real estate investment, and access to early-stage 

startup investment through the blockchain.

“HAVE NFT is the digital arm of the Humble Alpha 

Veteran Empowerment movement. We connect the 

real world with the digital world while maintaining the 

authentic connections and work we’ve been doing 

in person for years. Having the support of someone 

like Florent is huge, and validation that HAVE is 

moving in the right direction. As we develop and give 

back to the community, we’ll continue to develop 

HAVE based on what is good and needed for the 

community.” says Steven Kuhn, HAVE co-founder.

The whitelist (waiting list) is open now for the first 

NFT to launch, the HAVE Veteran Bulldog. Go to 

havenft.io to learn more and to get on the whitelist.

HAVE NFT Co-Founder Steven Kuhn stated, “We 

believe that Platinum Crypto Academy, with their 7 

years’ experience, were a first mover for good reason. 

Simply put: They posess the required experience and 

extensive knowledge needed to support and further 

our unique ecosystem. In this new market it is next 

to impossible to find any company with such a wide 

experience for such a long time. Together we are 

confident in growing the already largest profit for 

purpose project in the Metaverse.”

Karnav Shah, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly 

thinks highly of the HAVE NFT project, he explained, 

“HAVE NFT is the first and only one of its kind 

Veteran-Focused NFT. We make sure to help them 

reach the larger crypto community by sharing more 

about these shapeshifting solutions with our readers 

and across our community channels."

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for further 

coverage please check out our crypto Blog Page 

Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live from 

the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. Nothing 

in this article is intended to be professional, legal, 

financial and/or accounting advice. Always seek 

competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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Ninja Fantasy Trader is all set to become the world’s 

first financial NFT game operating across the 

metaverse. The game will provide its users a platform 

to play under the P2E mechanism, which would be 

processed and operated with the help of dedicated 

NFTs known as NFTraders or Samurais. Before Ninja 

Fantasy Trader makes a statement across the digital 

ecosystem with its state-of-the-art model, the game 

is all set to bring its first presale of 3000 Samurais on 

the 18th of March for its users. This is only the first 

batch out of three collections.

While becoming part of the launch of the project, 

it is important to be aware of its dynamics. Ninja 

Fantasy Trader, by default, is a play-to-earn trading 

game. It offers users a competitive trading platform 

that deals across cryptocurrencies, forex, stocks, and 

commodities. Users become a part of the platform 

through their NFTraders and perform trading across 

real-world data for winning prizes and rewards 

across the game. As it completes the essence of 

trading with cryptocurrencies across the platform, 

it gamified the complete trading process under the 

GameFi concept, combining the real and virtual world 

to perfection.

As this project is a combination of three different 

domains across the digital ecosystem, it has grabbed 

the attention of the major players across the market. 

Ninja Fantasy Trader combines cryptocurrency, 

NFTs, and metaverse to present the world with the 

first financial NFT game featuring multiple levels. The 

metaverse, known as Traderland, which has been 

built to cater to this concept, is built across eight 

different cities. The NFTs, which are minted across 

this first scheduled presale, along with the NFT drops 

that would follow this, act as the in-game characters 

that would power the metaverse. These NFTs or 

Samurais are known as NFTraders across the game 

with the motive of trading across the metaverse. The 

gameplay would be supported by a BEP-20 token, 

NTC (Ninja Token Coffee), acting as the in-game 

currency for this metaverse.

Ninja Fantasy Trader is bound to present one of the 

most important events of the project on the 18th of 

March. It will be featuring its first NFTs drop, which 

is referred to as the “First Trading Contest of Ninja 

Fantasy Trader.” This event will act as the moment 

that would drive the future of this game to excellence. 

Ninja Fantasy Trader will be introducing its first batch 

of 3000 Samurais for minting with two more to 

come later. As a user mints an NFTraders across this 

contest, they will be provided an option of opening a 

trade, which is one essential benefit of being a part of 

the VIP membership. This trade would determine the 

value of the NFTraders corresponding to how that 

trade is going. Along with that, Ninja Fantasy Trader 

also announced a prize worth $10,000 in NFTraders 

and ETH for the people who would take part in 

the Trading Contest. This prize shall be distributed 

among the first three winners of the first batch of the 

presale, as this Trading Contest is only available for 

those who participate in the minting of the first batch.

CEO Ariel Eduardo Morales and his team are excited 
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to welcome players into the first Trading Contest 

of Ninja Fantasy Traders, scheduled for the 18th of 

March. This shall provide them with the options of 

becoming a part of Traderland and numerous other 

planned projects which are a part of the game’s 

roadmap.

About Ninja Fantasy Trader
Ninja Fantasy Trader is all set to become the world’s 

first financial NFT Game that features a metaverse 

offering unique gaming features to people. The 

project intends to provide traders with a haven, 

known as NFT-Companies, to structure their personal 

companies across the metaverse through NFTraders. 

This would be implemented and practically utilized 

across the project’s metaverse, Traderland. Ninja 

Fantasy Trader has great potential and believes in 

improving the prevailing P2E structure positively.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | YouTube | 

Discord | Telegram | Medium

Media Contact:

Proleo.io

E-mail: info@proleo.io

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for further 

coverage please check out our crypto Blog Page 

Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live from 

the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. Nothing 

in this article is intended to be professional, legal, 

financial and/or accounting advice. Always seek 

competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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Transfers of non-fungible tokens or NFT have 

surpassed those of US dollar-pegged stablecoins 

and altcoins, while the supply of wrapped Bitcoins 

remained relatively stagnant in the last few months, 

according to an update from Coin Metrics.

Daily NFT transfers topped 50,000 on average since 

July and maintained an upward trend to such an 

extent that the daily NFT transfers are now averaging 

300,000. On the other hand, transfers of altcoins 

and stablecoins have decreased steadily since July.

Altcoin transfers have fallen to 30,000 per day from 

42,000 while transfer of stabelcoins are down to 

18,000 per day from an average of 24,000 per day 

in July. These numbers make it clear that NFT have 

become more popular than they have ever been. 

Last weekend, however, the NFT world was briefly 

thrown into chaos when some OpenSea users were 

hit by an email phishing scam and NFTs worth millions 

of dollars were stolen. The chaos was temporary, as 

transfers of ERC-721, the token standard for NFT on 

the Ethereum network, barely slowed down at that 

time but soon bounced back to all-time highs.

OpenSea is currently the all-time leader in NFT 

trading volume with US $21.85 in traded value but 

other marketplaces like LooksRare threatens to 

challenge the dominance of OpenSea. LooksRare, 

launched in early January, was able to bring in a large 

swathe of customers by offering only 2% of basic 

sales and zero fees on private sales, compared to 

2.5% fees on every transaction on OpenSea.

The NFT collections that helped LooksRare zoom 

on popularity charts are Meebits, that come from 

LarvaLabs, the same creators behind CryptoPunks 

and Autoglyphs. 

LooksRare also allows traders to earn rewards in the 

form of its native LOOKS token for buying and selling 

NFTs. However, the rising popularity of LooksRare 

is also seen as controversial, as there are reports 

of the platform overflowing with wash trading to rig 

the token-based rewards system. Some users and 

journalists have observed and reported a number of 

repeated false transactions. 

Meanwhile, the surge in trading volumes on OpenSea 

in recent weeks appeared to be fueled by the price 

increase in Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC) and its 

sibling collections Mutant Ape Yacht Club (MAYC) 

and Bored Ape Kennel Club (BAKC). BAYC, which has 

a large number of celebrity owners, is still the most 

popular NFT collection on OpenSea.  

OpenSea, incidentally, announced a US $300 million 

Series C funding early this year, led by venture 

capital firms Paradigm and Coatue. The fresh infusion 

of funds raised OpenSea’s valuation to US $13.3 

billion and the firm plans to use the funds for product 

improvement and hiring of new employees. 

The popularity of NFT is partly attributed to the 

expansion of pro sports and music industry into 
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NFT and the growth of virtual real estate. For 

example, NFL superstar Tom Brady raised US $170 

million in January to help scale up his Autograph 

NFT marketplace and recording artist John Legend 

launched an NFT platform in February for musicians 

to tokenize their work.

Besides, many NFT projects or collections are 

collaborating with strong thought leaders, brands 

and communities to increase their overall value in 

terms of social and investment capital.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for further 

coverage please check out our crypto Blog Page 

Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live from 

the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. Nothing 

in this article is intended to be professional, legal, 

financial and/or accounting advice. Always seek 

competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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The Treesome NFT project is a collection of 

10,000 tree-inspired NFTs living on the Ethereum 

blockchain network. The NFT collection will not 

only bring benefits to its holders but the developers 

also intend to plant half a million trees and further 

donate funds to relevant charities. In other words, a 

project that is dedicated to fight deforestation and 

out to make a difference.

One of the biggest objections to the crypto and the 

NFT spaces are the high amount of energy required 

to mint as well as run them. The team behind 

Treesome, Sapling Daddy and ultimateSEED, have 

been studying the NFT space and agree that there 

should be more focus on sustainability and the 

environmental aspects of NFTs.

Although the minting date is yet to be announced, 

the developers have also confirmed that upon 

selling out, each holder of a Treesome NFT will 

have funded the planting of 50 trees, which means 

500,000 trees will be planted in all. The tentative 

date is reported to be sometime in mid to late 

February and each NFT will cost 0.08 Ethereum.

The project developers have already started their 

presale promotions and have collaborated with 

other NFT projects for giveaways. For instance, 

in late January, it has partnered with Angry Boars 

project to give away two free Angry Boars NFTs 

and 10 Whitelist spots for Treesome NFT through 

promotions on their social media channels.

Thereafter in February, it gave away 5 whitelist 

roles to anyone with a wallet address but without 

whitelist roles, as a mini-giveaway.

Meanwhile, although the developers of the project 

acknowledge the importance of their community, 

they also want everyone to feel safe and welcome. 

Their main goal is to help the environment and lead 

a good example for future NFT projects, as well as 

give back to the community.
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The people behind the Treesome project is a group 

of friends who are passionate about crypto and 

NFTs. The project’s name – Treesome – was derived 

from wholesome and tree.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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The Swiss startup “bitcci” has launched its first local 
token store in the heart of the emerging European 

crypto hotspot Northern Cyprus to market its own 
payment token “bitcci cash” to the general public. 
bitcci is a consortium of Swiss enterprises that is 

currently in the ICO phase and doing an IEO on 
several exchanges at the same time. The ICO’s soft 
cap of $5 million has already been reached.

bitcci frees the sex business from tensions and 
problems by establishing a new, modern culture 

of acceptance, transparency, trust, and individual 
autonomy. bitcci optimizes, regulates, and 
decentralizes the whole sector, creates new business 

areas, introduces cutting-edge technology, and 
makes the industry and its players free and secure.

bitcci Founder Christoph Elbert says:

“We have chosen Northern Cyprus as the location 

for our first bitcci Token store because in northern 
Cyprus we can observe a lot of high profile crypto 
investors, crypto-based Exchange offices, and very 

crypto-friendly surroundings. Citizens can buy even 
plots of land,  houses, cars & more directly with 
crypto in northern Cyprus. The bitcci Token store 

is located on the main road at a high traffic circle, 
has 100 square meters of store space, and lots of 
international walk-in customers. The purpose of our 

token stores is to show the bitcci cash Token and its
use cases to the public. We plan to open up the  next 
bitcci store in other locations soon."

The bitcci ICO has raised over $6 million USD and 

attracted over 4,000 token holders until now. With 
approximately 8.5 billion bitcci cash tokens sold for 

0.0018 USD a piece, the ICO is now 43% complete. 
The ICO will continue for another 25 days before all 
unsold tokens are burnt.

To entice new partners, bitcci has placed 200 
massive posters around Crypto Valley hotspots in 
Switzerland.

Cryptocurrencies are notorious for their anonymity, 
making them perfect for companies that value privacy. 

This is where the adult entertainment industry fits in. 
Blockchain has the potential to revitalize the escort 
and adult entertainment industries by providing a 

solution to the industry’s lack of transparency and 
decentralization. bitcci is a set of publicly traded 
firms based in Switzerland and Lichtenstein’s crypto 

valleys that will transform the sector.

Why could bitcci make a difference?
Adult entertainment is one of the world’s fastest-
growing industries, with demand rising every year. 
As a result of this necessity, the sector is being 

investigated more closely in order to improve 
transparency and compliance with data rules.

The bitcci ecosystem has different companies and 
departments designed to ensure it is sustainable and 
achieves its intended goals.

bitcci Nightclub Network:
bitcci has already started to establish the “bitcci 

Nightclub Network” and is prepared to buy land. The 
bitcci Nightclub Network is a worldwide network of 
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world-class physical sauna clubs. bitcci plans to build 

the first nightclubs in Europe by the 4th quarter of 
2022 as part of the first phase. After this phase, the 
company will expand to more regions globally.

bitcci Bank:
The sex industry suffers a lot from rejection by 

financial institutes and banks.

The bitcci Bank AG will be founded in Q3 / 2022 

and will solve this problem. The company will have 
a fully regulated banking licence and will provide 
professional financial services for all participants of 

the sex industry, like IBAN Accounts, Crypto Debit 
Cards, ATMs, and more.

bitcci Academy:
The main purpose of the bitcci academy is to help 
sex workers to improve their lives and stay healthy, 

secure, and become wealthy and happy. The bitcci 
Academy runs the bitcci LIFE platform. bitcci LIFE 
is the next generation, blockchain-driven lifestyle 

program and wellbeing package for sex workers. 
It consists of modern infrastructure, professional 
services, trustworthy future planning, exciting 

education, inspiring teachings, and state-of-the-art 
online and offline tools.

bitcci TV:
bitcci.TV is an internet-based TV channel on which 
our anchorwomen present the latest news from the 

bitcci ecosystems and Blockchain news on weekly 
basis. The programmes are editorially prepared to 
appeal all partners of the bitcci ecosystem, Escort 

Girls, Customers, Investors, Affiliates, Marketing 
Experts, Exchanges, and Authorities. We have already 
expanded our existing team for our studio operations, 

content creation, guest interviews, interaction with 
viewers, etc. bitcci.TV will go live with its first Trailers 
in the First Quarter of 2022.

bitcci portal and its App:
The bitcci portal is currently under development, which 

includes “bitcci.com” and new live communication 
features such as chat, phone, and webcam with a 
fully integrated payment system “bitcci cash”. The 

bitcci.com portal and the bitcci app are expected 
to launch in Q2 2022, and bitcci expects to reach 1 
million registered escort and adult service providers 

by Q4 2022.

bitcci ID and bitcci connect:

bitcci also creates an API interface for government 
agencies. Regulators can use the interface to provide 
secure and real-time access to all data of escort 

providers in the bitcci ecosystem. This will enable 
the bitcci Group AG and the entire bitcci ecosystem 
to be recognized by the authorities as a professional 

partner.

bitcci cash:
The Payment Token “bitcci cash “ can be used as a 

currency to pay for all products and services inside 
the bitcci ecosystem.

The project makes use of blockchain technology 
to build a stable and secure foundation for the 
emerging global sex economy. Tokenization is the 

process of converting an asset’s rights into a digital 
‘Token.’ Stocks, bonds, ETFs, and other financial 
instruments are examples of security. Rather than a 

“physical” document, the digital token “certifies” the 
asset’s ownership.

For more Information about the bitcci Token store 
and the bitcci ICO please visit: www.bitcci.to

Website: https://www.bitcci.to

News: https://www.bitcci.news

Television: https://www.bitcci.tv

Twitter: https://twitter.com/bitcci

Telegram Group: https://t.me/bitcciGroupOfficial

Telegram News: https://t.me/bitcci

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bitcci/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bitcci

Blog: https://www.bitcci.blog/

SoundCloud: https://soundcloud.com/bitcci/bitcci-
queen

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for further 
coverage please check out our Crypto Blog Page 
Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live from 

the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.
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The adoption of blockchain technology in the adult 

industry is on the rise, as blockchain brings huge 

benefits to consumers, models, and companies. 

With cryptocurrencies, you can pay with ease 

and in an effortless manner, eliminating the 

barriers and censorship which are present with 

traditional payment processors. One such project is 

XMetaFans, a VR-based, adult industry project that 

will bring content creators onto the blockchain. By 

offering censorship-resistant, affordable, legal, and 

compliant services, the project aims to specifically 

address the needs of the $100B entertainment 

industry.

XMetaFans’ crypto-based business model will also 

give adult industry workers more control over their 

finances when they use them in the adult industry. 

Our wallets will prevent pimps, brothels, or corrupt 

government officials from pocketing the earnings of 

adult content creators.

The XMetaFans Project: Some major 
features
Stream VR content on a dedicated platform. 

XMetaFans utilises VR technology to create a 

platform for streaming VR content.

Getting paid for live performances. Using native 

tokens and incentive models, we are creating a 

revolutionary platform to monetise content and live 

performances in full HD, 4K, 3D, and VR.

Decentralised payment platform. Content creators 

will be rewarded for their work and provided with an 

anonymity layer.

Marketplace for NFT. On XMetaFans, fans can 

purchase and trade unique collectibles such as non-

fungible tokens and other unique collections.

XMetaFans launchpad. The mission of XMetaFans is 

to establish itself as the governing ecosystem of the 

crypto world in the adult entertainment industry. As 

part of our launchpad, all technical, legal, marketing, 

and community growth aspects are handled by our 

team.

XMetaFans will be the industry’s first mover, leading 

the charge. It’s a fact that performers and content 

creators don’t receive adequate compensation in 

the entertainment industry. XMetaFans will allow 

creators to maximise their income by ensuring 

instant payment. They can then devote their efforts 

to what they love. Content creators and performers 

will be able to access a native currency instead 

of intermediaries who currently extract exorbitant 

commissions. XMetaFans will be provided with 

instant, safe, and secure online payments by using 

a tokenised system.
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The Editor-in-Chief of Cryptonaire Weekly, Mr. Karnav 

Shah, talking about the potential of XMetaFans, 

has said, “The company’s mission is to bring the 

entertainment industry into the blockchain era. Their 

goal is to mobilize models and fans by providing 

an open platform, decentralized for peer-to-peer 

interactions. This will provide adult models and 

fans with a way to harness the power of anonymity 

through cryptocurrency. In general, the project has 

great potential to disrupt the current model of the 

adult industry.”

Tiberiu Nedelea, co-founder and CEO of XMetaFans 

says that, “The world has never seen anything like 

this, it’s ambitious, everybody told us but we’re not 

afraid— it’s exciting and just the type of project we 

love to take on! We really hope to get maximum 

exposure to our project with Platinum’s help and 

we’re also offering the weekly users the chance to 

take an active role in growing this project together. 

We are determined to empower our referrals 

through a highly rewarding affiliate program. Take 

part now!”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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Social Trading (a form of investing that allows 

investors to observe and directly copy the trading 

behavior of expert traders) is a concept you may 

have seen on traditional trading sites, but maxxer 

does things differently. They are a community 

driven & regulated crypto exchange, that brings 

crypto novices and experts together.

‘The aim of our exchange is to lower the doorstep 

for people who want to get involved, but have  no 

idea where to start.’ – Salomo van Mook, CBDO of 

maxxer.

Users can either follow top traders on maxxer and 

automatically copy their trades, or become  Social 

Traders themselves and compete in the maxxer 

social trading league for huge rewards.  The league 

also acts as a qualifier for users to choose the best 

Social Trader, with badges and achievements clearly 

shown on their profile pictures! Social Trading is 

such a simple concept  that is yet to be used on a 

crypto exchange, with massive upside potential; ‘it 

allows people to  make money hands-free’.

maxxer was founded by veteran crypto enthusiasts 

who have combined decades of experience  in 

crypto investing and business development. The 

group is now 30+ people, made up of  worldwide 

skilled developers, marketers and young crypto 

adopters who have put extensive  work and research 

into producing the best exchange possible.

The development of the maxxer exchange started in 

2020, with over €1.5m raised in seed  capital alone. 

It will have all the functions of a crypto exchange 

like Binance or Kucoin, as well  as intuitive copy 

trading features, a social network and an incredibly 

interactive league system.  They are serious about 

bringing social trading to crypto!

‘A sense of community and gamified experience are 

what the biggest exchanges are missing’. 

To help facilitate the exchange, maxxer also has its 

own $MXXR token. The €1m private sale  was filled 

by keen investors, and is in its 25% discount stage 

until the 14th March. $MXXR has  major benefits 

for holders, like 50% discounted trading fees when 

using $MXXR as a pair,  automatic raffle entry into 

quarterly lotteries and even having a say in major 

charity donations  along with much more! If you’d 

like to learn more and get in early on $MXXR it’s 

currently  purchasable at a discount here: ieo.

maxxer.com.  The maxxer exchange launches in Q2, 

with the closed beta trading ‘Kickoff Competition’  

starting in April they are welcoming applicants 

now! They truly believe their exchange will make  

Social Trading the new meta in crypto, and with the 

advantage of being the first major movers,  maxxer 

is the one to watch in 2022.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/make-money-hands-free-with-maxxer-the-first-social-trading-exchange/
https://cutt.ly/iAKugfV
mailto:svm%40maxxer.com?subject=
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Discussing the Maxxer Project, Editor in Chief at 

Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah noted, “ It’s 

rare you come across a project that explores wider 

utilities of the blockchain technology and expands 

the horizons like how Maxxer does. We are truly 

excited to share the Maxxer project and explain its 

fundamentals to our readers and how maxxer is the 

first centralised and regulated crypto exchange that 

focuses and rewards a communal and social trading 

system! We are certain that we will have more 

about this promising venture in our subsequent 

publications.”

A quote from Salomo van Mook, CBDO of maxxer, 

“Not only from a numbers driven viewpoint but 

also for the friendly team, Platinum have been 

great for maxxer’s exposure. Our goal is providing 

a community driven, gamified trading exchange 

and Platinum have helped us in showing this to a 

new audience! Their response time is great and the 

finished product is more than satisfactory, looking 

forward to our next publication!"

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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London, UK – Cardano Startup Bashoswap 

announces the launch of it’s Cardano-Powered 

decentralized exchange and launchpad project.

Bashoswap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) 

based on Cardano network that aims to facilitate 

swaps between ADA and other crypto assets built 

on the Cardano Blockchain. Founded in late 2021 by 

a group of blockchain experts led by Beri Ardas with 

years of experience in the crypto industry.

Bashoswap is on a mission to develop a fully featured 

de-fi product that will be of huge benefit to the 

Cardano ecosystem. Bashoswap will join together 

elements already existing on other blockchains like 

the AMM model on Uniswap and Pancakeswap, 

readapting it for the Cardano Blockchain to develop 

de-fi Apps powered by the Bash token.

$BASH, Bashoswap’s utility token, will be utilized by 

the bashoswap community in multiple ways as they 

can Stake, Farm their $BASH tokens to earn more 

rewards and can also be used for governance.

When launched, users can swap their Cardano 

tokens, add liquidity to earn LP fees and also a 

launchpad that will support Cardano startups.

Bash Private sale whitelist is currently ongoing for 

early adopters who would want to become part 

of the project. Early adopters wishing to partner 

with Bashoswap can email partnership@bashoswap.

finance or fill the whitelist form.

Bashoswap is on a mission to develop a suite of 

disruptive DApps ranging from a permisionless on 

chain stakin, vesting protocol and also a governance 

protocol tailored specifically for the Cardano 

ecosystem which holders of $Bash token would 

be able to get on the Governing DAO by staking 

$Basho tokens which would in turn revolutionize the 

decentralized finance industry and cryptocurrency 

as a whole.

Cardano startup Bashoswap is utilizing the vast 

experience of it’s founding team and the power of 

blockchain technology to fund, develop a truly novel 

and disruptive product.

Bashoswap Team

Behind the Bashoswap project are a team of 

experienced developers and project managers.

The core founding team comprises of developers 

and crypto enthusiasts with a deep understanding 

of native assets, smart contracts on Cardano, and 

the overall blockchain ecosystem.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/bashoswap-a-cardano-powered-decentralized-exchange-and-lunchpad/
https://cutt.ly/zAKuHnw
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/beri-ardas
http://whitelist.bashoswap.finance/
mailto:partnership%40bashoswap.finance?subject=
mailto:partnership%40bashoswap.finance?subject=
http://whitelist.bashoswap.finance/
https://bashoswap.finance/team
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For more information, visit

Website: https://bashoswap.finance/

Linktree: https://linktr.ee/bashoswap

Whitepaper: https://docs.bashoswap.finance/

whitepaper

Twitter: https://twitter.com/basho_swap

Telegram Group: https://t.me/bashoswap

Reddit: https://reddit.com/r/bashoswap/

Github: https://github.com/bashoswap-inc

Media Queries

Syed Aiman

Bashoswap

Email: contact@bashoswap.finance

SOURCE: Bashoswap

Explaining what’s impressive about the innovative 

approach of the Bashoswap project, Editor in 

Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr. Karnav Shah 

said, “Bashoswap is a multi protocol Decentralised 

Exchange on Cardano. At Platinum Crypto Academy 

we are glad to have introduced our readers to such 

a brilliant initiative. I’m sure we will have more 

from the Bashoswap project for our readers in the 

coming weekly editions.”

“One of Bashoswap’s main goal is to help educate 

and enlighten users on the superiority of the 

Cardano ecosystem while also developing an 

accelerator that would increase the adoption of the 

Cardano ecosystem” says Jedi Blue, Co-founder, 

and Lead Developer of Bashoswap. “By working 

with Platinum Crypto Academy, we aim to offer our 

streamlined developments experience to develop 

feature packed Cardano Apps.”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.

https://cutt.ly/zAKuHnw
https://linktr.ee/bashoswap
https://docs.bashoswap.finance/whitepaper
https://docs.bashoswap.finance/whitepaper
https://twitter.com/basho_swap
https://t.me/bashoswap
https://reddit.com/r/bashoswap/
https://github.com/bashoswap-inc
mailto:contact%40bashoswap.finance?subject=
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://cutt.ly/zAKuHnw
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Fren is a unique social landscape leveraging 

blockchain technology. It intends to create a 

community where members can meet to learn 

together, play together and invest in projects jointly. 

It has already gained traction and currently boasts 

of over 5,000 token holders. This token is currently 

trading in three exchanges and plans are underway 

to list it in more centralised exchanges. It is currently 

listed in Poloniex, BKEX and Uniswap. This token 

has a current market cap of over $400K. Its social 

media handles are also active and it currently boasts 

of a membership of over 2,000 members on its 

telegram group.

This platform is redefining social networking by 

introducing new features to its community members. 

All these are against the backdrop of blockchain 

technology, which promotes anonymity and privacy. 

Firstly, the platform has a unique social platform 

known as OnlyFrens. This is a social platform where 

members come together to share experiences, 

network and interact with each other. OnlyFrens 

also organises feel-good events, where members 

meet to have a great time. Content creators within 

this network are also rewarded with tokens.

Secondly, the platform has a Decentralised 

Exchange, known as FrenDEX. On this exchange, 

members come to gain insight on the markets, as 

well as ideas on which assets to trade. Top traders 

within the platform share strategies on how best to 

beat the market. Other traders get a chance to learn 

and profit from these strategies.

Thirdly, the platform has a DAO known as FrenDAO. 

This DAO is responsible for voting on the direction 

of the platform. Token holders can vote directly or 

assign a proxy to vote on their behalf. Whatever 

the DAO votes on is what the developers will work 

on. The DAO will be responsible for voting on things 

such as new features and products to be added on 

the platform, rewards to be given to community 

members, and also influencers that the platform can 

approach.

Finally, the platform has exclusive NFTS that will be 

given to community members. These NFTs can be 

traded on secondary exchanges. They can also be 

used as profile pictures.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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REEFER Token adds its first dispensary in Wisconsin

REEFER Token (https://reefertoken.io/) ($REEFER), 

the revolutionary crypto platform for the cannabis 

industry received a video message from the Island 

Boys promoting the platform in the form of a 

short rap. The full video, available here is another 

indication of how REEFER Token is taking the 

cannabis industry by storm. REEFER Token has 

also started discussions with the duo about a Island 

Boys inspired collection of REEFER Token NFTs 

to be sold on the platform. In addition, American 

Cannabis Society at Green RX in Madison, WI, is now 

accepting REEFER Token at its business.

Figure 1: REEFER Token Gets Rhymes From Island 

Boys, Possible NFT Collection in Development

REEFER Token is listed on Crypto.com, the world’s 

largest and fastest growing crypto application and 

index, Coinbase, the preeminent crypto currency 

platform, CoinMarketCap.com and CoinGecko.com. 

Currently, REEFER Token is only listed on these 

platforms and not available to be traded. REEFER 

Token is currently available for sale on Pancake 

Swap. Check REEFER’s Telegram chat here for up 

to the minute details on new developments for the 

platform and token.

Reefer Token is supported by the Binance Smart 

Chain. Identifying the need for a revolutionary 

universal solution that aligns the entire cannabis 

industry; growers, refiners, producers, manufacturers, 

retailers, and dispensaries, REEFER Token (https://

reefertoken.io/) ($REEFER) is launching to address 

the growing friction between cannabinoids and 

marijuana. REEFER Token aims to unite all parties 

in the cannabis ecosystem by providing a platform 

using blockchain technology to create more value 

for all stakeholders, including customers. REEFER 

Token will incorporate NFTs and gaming through 

an original game “Weed Wars” into this immersive 

ecosystem, bringing added value to producers and 

customers alike. The REEFER Token platform has 

already been adopted by 15 cannabis dispensaries 

& 5 vape shops in South Florida. Reefer Token also 

launched a line of merchandise which sold out on its 

2nd day of availability.

Join the REEFER Token community on Telegram 

click here

Follow REEFER Token on Social Media on Twitter 

and Instagram

Smart Contract: 

0x701b57da9eff1d3f1ce4e90171f602ff16fc05a4To 

learn more about REEFER Token presale, click here

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/reefer-token-gets-rhymes-from-island-boys-possible-nft-collection-in-development/
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further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
BINANCE AWARDED BAHRAIN CRYPTO 

SERVICE PROVIDER LICENSE 

The world’s largest crypto exchange will now 
provide various regulated crypto services to 
Bahraini citizens.

Crypto exchange Binance will provide fully 
regulated services to its first country in the 
Middle East thanks to a license granted by 
Bahrain’s central bank.

Bahrain was able to issue the license through the 
Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the 
Gulf (GCC). The world’s largest exchange and 
CEO Changpeng Zhao announced the crypto-
asset service provider license on March 14.

Binance’s new license allows it to offer crypto 
services, including trading, custody, and portfolio 
management for customers in the Middle East’s 
smallest economy. Last December, Binance 
received an in-principal approval to operate in 
Bahrain. That approval has now become a full-
fledged license.

Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) governor HE 
Rasheed Al Maraj said that the bank was 
“developing regulations aligned with global 
trends” that “enable innovation and best 
practices."

The license allows Binance to continue its 
expansion efforts across global jurisdictions 
while complying with local regulations. Last 
week, CZ stated that he wanted Binance to 
“identify and invest in” traditional businesses 
in every economic sector worldwide with the 
express intent of tying them into cryptocurrency.

Despite its relative size to other countries in 
the region, or possibly due to that, Bahrain has 
been one of the most crypto-friendly countries 
in the Middle East. The CBB successfully trialed 
JP Morgan’s crypto payment system Onyx in 
January.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-awarded-bahrain-crypto-service-provider-license
https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-awarded-bahrain-crypto-service-provider-license
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10M Ether Now Locked on Eth 2.0 

Staking Contract

Read more...

The landmark figure represents over $26 billion 
worth of the asset at current prices.

Over 10 million ether (ETH) is now locked on 
Ethereum’s Eth 2.0 staking contract ahead of a 
planned upgrade to a proof-of-stake blockchain, 
data from analytics tool Dune Analytics show.

The landmark figure was reached nearly 
15 months after Eth 2.0 staking went live in 
November 2020 following a consensus vote.

Eth 2.0 is the Ethereum network’s multi-stage 
shift to a proof-of-stake consensus mechanism, 
which validates transactions using nodes run by 
“stakers.” This is in favor of the current proof-of-
work design, which relies on centralized entities 
called “miners” for validating transactions on the 
network.

The current design has resulted in a slow 
and expensive network, with fees reaching 
exorbitant prices of $250 and above, during 
periods of congestion.

The Eth 2.0 deposit contract initially required 
524,000 ether to launch but was oversubscribed 
by over 400% in the days closer to the launch 
after a slow start.

The data shows that 67,040 unique depositors 
have contributed to the staking contract. The 
contributed ether is locked and inaccessible but 
stakers are earning 4.81% in annual yields, data 
from Staking Rewards show. This month saw a 
spike of ether deposits to the Eth 2.0 contracts 
after a relatively lean period in January and 
February this year, charts show.

Iger joins Genies, an NFT digital avatar platform 
as an advisor on its board of directors.

In brief
Bob Iger, a longtime Disney fixture, joined NFT 
producer Genies

LA-based Genies has raised $100 million and 
has customer that include major record labels

Bob Iger, the former CEO of the Walt Disney 
Company, announced today on Twitter he 
is joining the board of directors of Genies, 
a digital avatar platform built on the Flow 
blockchain, a protocol for NFT collectibles and 
large-scale crypto games. Iger served as CEO 
of the Disney company from 2005 to 2020. At 
Genies, Iger will serve in an advisory role.

"Thrilled to be joining the @genies Board of 
Directors to help @akashrnigam and company 
empower humans to create the "mobile apps of 
web3": avatar ecosystems," Iger tweeted.

Since launching in December 2016, Los Angeles-
based Genies has raised $100 million in funding, 
including a $65 million round in 2021 led by 
Miami Group. That same year, Genies signed 
partnerships with Universal Music Group and 
Warner Music Group to become the official 
provider of avatars and NFTs for artists at 
the music labels. Genies co-founder and CEO, 
Akash Nigam describes Genies avatars as a 
combination of different NFTs worn by a digital 
avatar that users can buy, sell and trade with 
other collectors.

Former Walt Disney CEO Bob Iger 

Backs Metaverse Startup

Read more...
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Intro Advertising Cryptocurrency
Online advertising is one of the largest markets and 

adopting blockchain technology in this field will be 

a force to reckon with. Applications of blockchain 

technology in advertising come with a number of 

benefits that include helping ad creators to target 

the right target market, share data, promote safety 

and privacy, as well as protect data the industry 

relies on. Blockchain solutions in the ads field 

will promote robust accountability providing all 

participants with a level playing field.

Online advertising highly relies on provided data as it 

gathers and reveals shopper’s patterns and history 

to help push products and services in the right 

direction. Gone are the days when individuals had to 

go for costly/expensive advertising solutions. This 

is where ASIMI comes in. This platform is harnessing 

the capabilities of blockchain technology thus 

offering a tokenized economy to help advertisers 

as well as place cash in the hands of those who 

need it.

According to a tweet, “Earning crypto via ad seeing 

is first made possible by the Hashing Ad Space. 

Advertisers post their ads on our website, viewers 

can earn via watching ads, filling forms, doing 

surveys, and playing games."

Its success has shown more than a billion successful 

ad views. Let us highlight more information about 

the ASIMI project.

What is ASIMI Token?
ASIMI token is a virtual currency that is utilized and 

designed for online advertisers and enables crypto 

investors to reward themselves, hence obtaining an 

income. The key objective is to help expand and 

grow online businesses in addition to simplifying the 

mining process while at the same time reward users.

You can earn ASIMI tokens for free by watching 

ads, finishing surveys, completing tasks online and 

playing games. Therefore, there is no reason that 

would hinder you from becoming a crypto investor 

in this digital world. ASIMI is created in a way online 

marketers can access vast information from people 

who are interested in earning crypto, thus designed 

for people to earn free cryptocurrency. Majority 

of businesspeople have grabbed this opportunity 

offered by ASIMI to raise their online business by 

advertising and marketing their products, thereby 

creating a chance of earning ASIMI tokens.

You tend to use ASIMI tokens as medium of exchange 

between advertisers and earners hence enhancing 

sales of products in order to ensure ASIMI remains 

on demand. The current society is drawn into 

ASIMI with the purpose of earning crypto so as to 

boost their online entities. Furthermore, companies 

have increased their profit margins since they 

earn double tokens whereby through advertising 

they increase their sales plus earning free crypto 

currency. As a crypto investor you are welcome to 

purchase and sell ASIMI tokens which trades with 

other cryptocurrency during exchange.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/asimi-a-blockchain-based-ad-company-helps-advertisers-and-earners/
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During a press release, Mr. Karnav Shah, Editor in 

Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly said, “It’s rare you come 

across a project that explores wider utilities of the 

blockchain technology and expands the horizons. 

We are truly excited to share the ASIMI project and 

explain how it harnesses blockchain technology to 

offer a complete tokenized economy symbiotically 

helping advertisers and putting money in the hands 

of people that need it most. We are certain that we 

will have more about this promising venture in our 

subsequent publications."

The ASIMI Token serves as a utility token making 

it easy to exchange in online advertising as well 

as provides an easy way for individuals, not only 

advertisers, to earn money. Combining two of the 

largest online markets is bound to greatly benefit 

individuals across the globe.

How ASIMI helps advertisers and earners?
ASIMI is made on various virtues such as reliability, 

consistency and transparency which enable it to be 

adopted in the community, thus gaining loyalty and 

trust from advertisers and earners. The latter have 

gained and earned crypto abundantly, because 

advertisers who own organizations are aware that 

once they tend to use cryptocurrency, they will 

be dealing with the customer directly thereby 

avoiding a middleman who maximizes transaction 

cost leading to increase of ASIMI tokens. ASIMI 

ensures that earners have overcome problems 

and issues such as hacking accounts and limitless 

funds they encounter with modern banking, the 

transaction cost of transferring digital wallet to bank 

account is low.

Unlike the structure of the bank, where 

documentation and legal paper are prerequisites, 

ASIMI is free for anyone since there is no paperwork. 

ASIMI minimizes the number of parties involved in 

advertising campaigns and promotion, such parties 

involve the consumer, advertiser, content creator 

and platform used for advertisement.

As an advertiser you will upload your advertisements 

to a blockchain and the blockchain avails them 

to the platform users thus shunning away from 

payments made during advertisement campaigns. 

Lastly, ASIMI ensures that earners receive ad ASIMI 

tokens for engaging with the ads and sharing the 

private data with advertisers.

What are the key value propositions of 
ASIMI token?
The key value propositions that enhance and control 

ASIMI are numerous, they include simple and user 

friendly, powerful minting rewards, secure system, 

integrated and established exchange, value based 

token, global adoption, transparent and legal 

complaint. ASIMI tokens can only be minted out 

of effort from the crypto investors since its value 

in the marketplace is recognizable, can store value 

and act as a medium of exchange. ASIMI is not 

interested in being backed up financially based on 

its notion; rather it is concerned with people joining 

the community in order to earn free cryptocurrency 

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/asimi-revolutionary-ads-minting-platform-2022-03-09?reflink=mw_share_twitter
https://youtu.be/bK2-t8q00cE
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and participate in building ASIMI.

Crypto investors should mint tokens through the 

ASIMI proposition of viewing advertisements, 

thereby minters will be able to obtain tokens and 

use free crypto currency. ASIMI has become a 

solution for accessing powerful cryptocurrency as 

seen recently where crypto investors have attained 

token and since then thousands of people are 

joining ASIMI every year. These propositions have 

enabled ASIMI to take part in the revolution of 

online business products and system used in crypto 

currency space where billions of dollars are traded 

and earned every year.

The bottom line is that the platform is user-friendly, 

it offers powerful minting rewards, promotes global 

adoption, promotes transparency, as well as remains 

simple to allow anyone to participate. 

How Minting of ASIMI works?
Minting facilitates building of new ASIMI tokens into 

the supply chain within the digital corporate world. 

As a crypto investor you can mint new tokens into 

existence through minting ads without eroding 

the value of ASIMI tokens. Minters at ASIMI earn 

crypto and get rewarded every day for minting ads, 

whereby you can structure your minting ad profile 

by navigating to the minting dashboard and initiate 

minting for yourself. Your daily earning of minting 

is affected by how you will successfully complete 

the mint ad for the day. Minting in ASIMI follows a 

certain formula:

AOP = (AO/CwO) * 100

ME = AOP * MSP

Where AOP represent ASIMI Ownership Percentage

-   AO represent ASIMI Ownership

-   CWO represent Company Wide Ownership

-   ME represent Minting Earning

-   MSP represent Minting Schedule Payment

The amount of ASIMI you own in your verified 

minting wallet compared to all other ASIMI minters 

combined value leads you to be included in the MSP 

for that day once you successfully mint for that day.

In addition, minting effort delivers new tokens to 

the markets daily at a certain rate, which are then 

disseminated to the minters every day thus making 

minting at ASIMI to follow a specific schedule. 

Community participants can mint the ASIMI token 

by viewing advertisements who can then choose to 

hold, use, or sell their earned tokens.

What is the objective & mission of ASIMI 
token?
The mission of ASIMI is to produce the most 

understandable minting experience that rewards 

crypto investors in real value for their contribution 

and effort. ASIMI is set up for mass adoption, 

where it will lead the way as a value-based utility 

token with objectives within the online advertising 

industry, enabling a crypto investor to benefit from 

the world of cryptocurrency, thereby enabling users 

to earn ASIMI tokens by watching advertisements 

while advertising on their own terms.

The fundamental plans and objectives of ASIMI 

tokens is to provide a free exchangeable token for 

advertisers and businesspeople within the online 

advertising industry. In addition, it will provide a 

unique method of minting that allows anyone in the 

community to earn ASIMI tokens at home. Therefore.

ASIMI is driven by values that empower individuals 

globally to reach their online business objectives 

and raise the living standards for themselves. ASIMI 

is designed to connect advertisers and viewers, 

whereby users can mint to obtain ASIMI token hence 

making crypto accessible to everyone, anywhere, 

and at any time.

Conclusion
The ASIMI project is based on an incredible principle 

that does not ask individuals to back it financially but 

rather requests people to gain interest in joining the 

ASIMI community. As a result, individuals can earn 

as well as participate without incurring any cost. 

As a value-based utility token, you can use it for 

purchasing advertising as well as provide ad minting 

rewards. ASIMI has now simplified the minting and 

distribution of tokens enabling many people to 

access cryptocurrency globally through a simple 

ad minting system. However, ASIMI token continues 

to benefit a large mass worldwide who anticipate 

establishing and prevent their online business by 

making their products and services known to their 

target markets.

To know more on the ASIMI Project, visit their 

websites mentioned below.

Advertising / Earning Website:

https://www.hashingadspace.com/

ASIMI Token Website:

https://www.asimi.io

Play Games, Earn Crypto:

https://www.asimiplay.com

https://www.hashingadspace.com/
https://cutt.ly/SA7kUTt
https://www.asimiplay.com/
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PayPal CEO Pre-
dicts Cryptocurren-
cies Will Revolution-
ize Global Financial 
System

Read more...
Read more...

T
he chief 
executive of one 
of the world’s 

largest payments 
providers is predicting 
cryptocurrency 
technology will 
revolutionize financial 
systems globally.

Ahead of the Axis 
Tel Aviv international 
investment confer-
ence, PayPal CEO Dan 
Schulman tells inter-
viewers that he has high 
hopes for crypto tech 
in the future. I’m very 
excited about what 
crypto and digital led-
ger technology can do 
to the financial system 
going forward…”

Schulman’s high hopes 
for crypto go far 
beyond Bitcoin (BTC) 
trading and into the 
realm of real-world use 
cases, such as cryptos 
as payment options. “I 
think the initial things 
that everyone thinks 
about crypto, buying 
and selling it, and what 
the price of Bitcoin is 

going to be tomorrow, 
that’s the least interest-
ing part about digital 
currencies to me. That 
is thinking about digital 
currencies as an asset 
class. To me, the real 
exciting thing about 
digital currencies is 
what kind of utility can 
they provide in pay-
ments.” Specifically, the 
payments giant CEO 
thinks central bank digi-
tal currencies (CBDCs) 
and digital wallets have 
the power to redefine 
everyday financial inter-
actions.

Clearly, across the 
world, central banks are 
looking at issuing digital 
currencies. The inter-
section between CBDC, 
stable coins, digital wal-
lets, and enhanced util-
ity of payments through 
cryptocurrencies is not 
just fascinating, but I 
think will redefine a lot 
of the financial world 
going forward.”

EU votes against a de-
facto ban on Bitcoin’s 
POW consensus 
method in MiCA draft

E
U parliamentarians 
have voted 
against a defacto 

ban on proof of work 
based cryptocurrencies 
which was included in 

the MiCA, or Markets 
in Crypto-assets 
Regulation, report.

The ECON commit-
tee of the European 

Union voted against a 
de-facto ban on cryp-
tocurrencies that rely 

on the proof of work 
consensus protocol, like 
Bitcoin, that was includ-

ed in the latest draft of 
the MiCA, or Markets 

in Crypto-assets 
Regulation, report.

A majority of 32 par-
liamentarians voted 
against the ban and 

chose to support an 
alternative amendment 
— to bring cryptoassets 

under sustainability-
related taxonomy like 
other financial prod-

ucts — submitted by 
MEP Stefan Berger, 
who is serving as the 

Rapporteur on the 
report. The amendment 
essentially removes 

the judgment and 
addressing of POW 

from the MiCa regula-
tion. Meanwhile, 24 
parliamentarians voted 

in favor of the ban, 
under which the EU 
could essentially block 

exchanges from listing, 
as well as companies 
from providing services 

in, cryptocurrencies 
that do not meet its 
“environmental sustain-

ability criteria."

Why is such a ban 

included?
Proof of work-based 
cryptocurrencies 

requires mining to 
validate transactions 
on the chain. Mining is 

essentially a complex 
problem that can only 
be solved using a mas-

sive amount of comput-
ing power, which in turn 
needs massive amounts 

of real-world energy to 
function.

https://dailyhodl.com/2022/03/14/paypal-ceo-predicts-cryptocurrencies-will-revolutionize-global-financial-system/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/03/14/paypal-ceo-predicts-cryptocurrencies-will-revolutionize-global-financial-system/
https://cryptoslate.com/eu-votes-against-a-de-facto-ban-on-bitcoins-pow-consensus-method-in-mica-draft/
https://cryptoslate.com/eu-votes-against-a-de-facto-ban-on-bitcoins-pow-consensus-method-in-mica-draft/
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Hubble is a decentralised finance (DeFi) platform 

built on Solana  which will offer several DeFi 

services. The platform will allow users to borrow 

USDH, a stablecoin, as well as allow users to 

yield interest on other crypto assets deposited as 

collateral.  

The protocol’s main services are centred around 

borrowing USDH against other assets like BTC, ETH, 

and SOL. By offering multiple assets for deposit as 

collateral, Hubble is seeking to solve the liquidity 

challenge and establish itself as a stable borrowing 

and liquidity solution. 

The protocol is built on the Solana network, known 

for its high transaction speed of up to 65,000 

transactions-per-second (TPS). It is this high speed 

and low gas fees that make Solana very attractive 

for new DeFi projects.

Hubble Protocol was launched by Marius Ciubotariu 

in 2021, having participated in the Solana Season 

Hackathon – an experience that gave him exposure 

to immense opportunities within Solana and DeFi 

services. Marius is a former senior software engineer 

at Bloomberg LP.

The main mission for the establishment of the 

Hubble Protocol is to partner with developers 

and innovators on Solana and other platforms to 

boost DeFi democratisation and the propagation 

of financial knowledge in a highly dynamic DeFi 

ecosystem.  

Crypto traders are constantly on the lookout for 

higher-yield earning opportunities, better liquidity, 

and low fees. This is where Hubble Protocol comes 

in handy by increasing liquidity in the Solana 

blockchain.

The protocol is currently in Phase 1 of development 

and is backed by a native stablecoin USDH, which is 

pegged to USD.

Key features of the platform

The Hubble Protocol has six main features, including:

HBB Staking

Minting USDH

Borrowing on Hubble

Earn yield

Earn liquidated assets

Stability Pool

Below is a detailed overview of each of these 

features:

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/hubble-deffi-protocol-on-the-solana-blockchain-what-is-hubble/
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HBB Rewards

Hubble Protocol has the Stability Pool, which is 

comprised of USDH deposits from users. Users 

can share profits from asset liquidations when a 

borrowers’ loan-to-value ratio (LTV) rises above 

90.9%. Furthermore, users can deposit USDH into 

the Stability Pool for a chance to earn extra HBB.  

HBB token holders earn 85% of the USDH rewards 

generated by the protocol, while the remaining 

15% is deposited in Hubble’s treasury. The treasury 

will fall under the community’s control when 

Hubble launches the Decentralised Autonomous 

Organisation (DAO) and decentralises governance. 

The community will also have control over sharing 

of proceeds between community members and the 

treasury.

Minting USDH 

USDH is a stablecoin on Solana and can be paired 

with several other tokens for trading or storage of 

value. USDH is pegged to the dollar to ensure its 

stability. This means the token is redeemed at the 

face value of 1:1 against the dollar. 

The USDH token is designed and programmed to 

be backed by collateral at all times. USDH holders 

can also deposit the tokens in the Stability Pool for 

a chance to earn a share of liquidation when the 

market slumps. This helps to avoid bad debt and 

keep the system healthy.

Borrowing on Hubble

In its first phase of development, Hubble will focus 

on maximising value for both Solana tokens and 

HBB holders by offering cheap and capital-efficient 

borrowing options. The platform will first accept 

deposits of seven assets as collateral before 

expanding to welcome additional kinds of assets for 

deposit on the platform. 

Hubble Protocol allows users to earn interest from 

their staked assets, as well as use them as collateral 

for loans. Users can take out loans of up to 90.9% of 

the collateral’s value and reclaim their assets upon 

completion of loan payment. 

Borrowers can pay off their loan at any time without 

a due date or maturity.
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Earn Yield

In addition to accessing liquidity, the Hubble Protocol 

allows users to continue earning interest from their 

assets pledged as collateral for loans. Through 

opting in to yield strategies on Hubble, users can 

also have their collateral assets allotted to partner 

protocols in order to increase their yields.  

Users can move their assets between Solana and 

Hubble to profit from the rise in SOL price as 

well as earn from Solana PoS yield. Other lending 

protocols in the ecosystem also pay yields on other 

collaterals, hence users can easily change from one 

crypto asset to another to maximise their return.

Earn Liquidated Assets 

Hubble users can borrow up to 90.9% of their multi-

asset collateral. The collateral may be liquidated if 

the borrowed assets in USDH reduce in value and a 

loan’s health rises over the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio 

of 90.9%. When a borrower’s collateral is liquidated, 

and each USDH depositor in the Stability Pool is 

given their equal share of liquidations.. 

You can personally trigger loan liquidations on 

Hubble as long as a user’s LTV rises above 90.9%, 

although this is usually done automatically by 

bots. Users earn 0.5% of the liquidated assets 

for triggering liquidations, and the remainder is 

distributed to those with USDH deposits in the 

Stability Pool.

Stability Pool

The Hubble stability pool serves two main purposes 

– to keep the system healthy and reward the 

platform’s users. USDH is programmed to be always 

backed by collateral, and it’s the Stability Pool that 

offers the assurance that loans can be repaid. 

Moreover, the Stability Pool helps to democratise 

the liquidation process for users who stake their 

assets in the pool.

Users who deposit in the Stability Pool have to 

ensure USDH obligations are repaid when the 

collateral ratio goes below the required level. 

Again, those who place their assets in the liquidity 

pool qualify to earn an equitable portion of the 

collateral from the liquidated accounts. The earning 

is a reward for their participation in the smooth and 

efficient running of the protocol.  

Depositors in the pool also earn HBB tokens as 

compensation for participating in the pool. This is 

an additional incentive to deposit their USDH in the 

pool and ensure the smooth and healthy running of 

the system.

Why use Hubble?
Below are the advantages of using the Hubble 

Protocol;

- Users have a chance to deposit a wide range of 

assets, which helps free up more liquidity and boost 

the collateral ratio. 

- Users can continue earning interests from the 

assets pledged as collateral. This allows them to 

maximise their yields within the Solana ecosystem. 

- High yields. Users earn up to 11x yields from their 

deposits, thanks to the protocol’s capital-efficient 

LTV ratio of 90.9%.

USDH and HBB tokens
USDH a censorship-resistant stablecoin native to the 

Solana network and serves various functions similar 

to other stablecoins in the DeFi ecosystem. Their 

functions include bonding for tokens, pairing for 

liquidity, and as a store of value.  

USDH is backed by collateral at all times, including 

SOL, ETH, mSOL, BTC, RAY, FTT, and SRM. USDH 

token holders can deposit them in the Stability Pool 

and qualify for a share of liquidation revenue when 

the market slumps. The liquidation is meant to keep 

the system healthy by covering bad debt.

HBB Tokens
HBB token is the native token on the Hubble 

Protocol and has a total supply of 100,000,000 

HBB. They are awarded to USDH token holders 

who stake them in order to earn additional token 

rewards.  

The tokens also play a role in the governance of 

the protocol. HBB token holders can stake them 

and earn additional rewards, as well as participate 

in decision-making on the platform by voting on 
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various proposals on the platform. This allows 

holders to be stakeholders in determining the 

protocol’s future based on their preferences.

HBB token holders who stake them earn 85% of the 

total USDH generated on the protocol.

Hubble Governance
Hubble will transition into a community-supported 

governance model similar to any other DAO. The 

democratisation of the platform allows users to make 

proposals for new products and improvements, 

suggest and vote on the protocol’s modifications, 

and delegate implementation of key functions to 

the core team. 

There are three main reasons why the Hubble 

Protocol has opted for decentralised governance:

- Empower users. The protocol intends to empower 

users and early adopters who are influenced and 

choose to stake their assets in the Stability Pool.

- Build trust. The platform has decentralised 

decision-making, meaning no single individual or 

entity is in charge of decision-making. This prevents 

any malicious behaviours from an individual or 

group. 

- Community guidance. The decentralisation model 

is meant to iron out any inadequacies that come 

with centralised governance and welcome the input 

of all community members.

Decentralisation ensures that all community 

members have a fair say in the decision-making 

process. It offers everyone a say in determining the 

future of the protocol. 

Initially, the Hubble Protocol will have a centralised 

governance model before transitioning to become 

fully decentralised. The decentralisation will ensure 

the decision-making process is delegated to the 

community. The community will be able to vote on 

two types of proposals:

1. Vote on code suggestions to be executed by the 

community.

2. Members will also vote on general directive 

recommendations every quarter. Developers will be 

in charge of implementing proposals voted on by 

the community. 

How safe is Hubble?
Hubble’s borrowing platform has already passed 

three security audits from Kudelski, Arcadia, and 

Smart State. Third-party reviews will help Hubble 

create a more secure platform. After the audit and 

implementation of the necessary recommendations, 

Hubble will make the changes known to everyone. 

The protocol has also gained the support of leading 

investors within the cryptocurrency community and 

the Solana ecosystem.

How much yield can I earn using Hubble?
This depends on the yield strategy you opt into for 

your tokens. When these integrations go live, users 

will be able to either stake their tokens or lend them 

on different protocols across Solana.

Conclusion
Hubble Protocol is designed to strengthen the 

DeFi community by minting a censorship-resistant 

stablecoin, USDH. It will also support its community 

by distributing the fees generated on the system 

with all HBB token holders. In the future, Hubble 

will also have a governance model that ensures all 

community members have a say in determining the 

future of the protocol.

Hubble intends to explore more opportunities in the 

DeFi space due to the innovative and progressive 

nature of the DeFi landscape. The protocol will also 

work towards offering increasing its service base to 

meet the rising demand for peer-to-peer financial 

services.

https://cutt.ly/NASICHK
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Elon Musk Confirms 
He Still Holds And 
Won’t Sell Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, And 
Dogecoin

Read more...
Read more...

T
esla CEO Elon 
Musk has 
confirmed that 

he still holds Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, and 
Dogecoin, and that he 
doesn’t plan to sell.

SpaceX CEO Elon 
Musk Still Owns And 
Won’t Sell His Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, And 
Dogecoin Holdings
Yesterday, the Tesla 
CEO asked his followers 
on Twitter about their 
thoughts on the prob-
able inflation rate over 
the next few years.

One of the replies 
argued that the USD 
consumer inflation will 
continue near all-time 
highs, while asset infla-
tion will be double this 
amount. The person 
also said that weaker 
currencies would col-
lapse and more money 
would enter into scarce 
commodities like 
Bitcoin.

Elon Musk replied with 
“It is not entirely unpre-

dictable that you would 
reach that conclusion.” 
He followed up in a 
chain tweet giving some 
general advice to the 
readers of the thread, 
saying that it’s better 
to own physical entities 
like a house or stock in 
companies making good 
products, rather than 
dollars during times 
when inflation is high.

Musk also added “I still 
own & won’t sell my 
Bitcoin, Ethereum or 
Doge fwiw.” The Tesla 
CEO has always shown 
to be a firm believer in 
crypto, and has become 
one of the most popular 
figures in the space.

Simple tweets from 
Musk have often proved 
to be enough to kick-
start rallies for coins like 
Dogecoin. The SpaceX 
CEO’s affection for the 
memecoin especially 
has earned him the title 
of “DOGE father.”

Skybridge Capital 
Founder: Bitcoin Will 
Be Legal Tender in 
Many Latin American 
Countries
The founder of 

Skybridge Capital 
has predicted that 
“bitcoin will be used by 

many Latin American 
countries as legal 
tender over time, not 

just El Salvador.” He 
recently doubled down 
on his $100K bitcoin 

price prediction but 
does not currently see 
the cryptocurrency as a 

hedge against inflation.

Bitcoin Will Be Legal 

Tender in Many 
More Countries, Says 
Scaramucci

The founder of 
investment management 
firm Skybridge Capital, 

Anthony Scaramucci, 
expects more countries 
to adopt bitcoin as legal 

tender.

“I see bitcoin in its 

current status as 

an early adopting 

technological asset,” he 
said in an interview with 
Marketwatch last week. 

The Skybridge Capital 
founder elaborated:

El Salvador adopted 
bitcoin as legal tender 
alongside the U.S. 

dollar in September last 
year. The Salvadoran 
president, Nayib Bukele, 

predicted in January 
that two more countries 
will make BTC legal 

tender this year.

The CEO of Devere 

Group, Nigel Green, also 

made a prediction in 
January. He said three 
countries will adopt 

bitcoin as legal tender 
this year.

Meanwhile, the CEO 
of cryptocurrency 
derivatives trading 

platform Bitmex, Alex 
Hoeptner, said in 
October last year that 

five countries will accept 
bitcoin as legal tender 
by the end of this year.

https://bitcoinist.com/elon-musk-holds-wont-sell-bitcoin-ethereum-dogecoin/
https://bitcoinist.com/elon-musk-holds-wont-sell-bitcoin-ethereum-dogecoin/
https://news.bitcoin.com/skybridge-capital-founder-bitcoin-will-be-legal-tender-in-many-latin-american-countries/
https://news.bitcoin.com/skybridge-capital-founder-bitcoin-will-be-legal-tender-in-many-latin-american-countries/
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Motions denied for 
both SEC and Ripple 
as battle continues 

Bitcoin Hashrate 
Swells 15% Since 
Last Week As 
Analysts Expect 
Mining Difficulty To 
Increase

B
itcoin mining 
difficulty fell by 
1.5% last week, 

following the full 
recovery of China’s 
mining ban last year.

China started to crack 
down on cryptocurren-

cy, prohibiting financial 
institutions and pay-
ment companies from 

providing services relat-
ed to cryptocurrency 
transactions.

China accounted for 
roughly 75% of the 

“average monthly hash-
rate share,” a term used 
to calculate the compu-

tational power needed 
to mine Bitcoin.

After Beijing effectively 
banned the country’s 
cryptocurrency miners 

in May, more than half 
of bitcoin’s hashrate 
disappeared from the 

global network. But as 
of the early months of 

2022, Bitcoin mining 
had fully recovered.
On March 3, the diffi-

culty decreased by 1.5 
percent following six 
straight increases.

Bitcoin’s mining dif-
ficulty is currently at 

approximately 27.55 
trillion, and process-
ing power has been up 

since the last adjust-
ment.

Bitcoin’s hashrate has 
climbed by approxi-
mately 15% since the 

difficulty adjustment 
and by 30% since it 
reached 169 EH/s two 

weeks ago.

The network’s process-

ing power is currently 
around 218.11 EH/s, 
and it has managed to 

remain a little over the 
200 EH/s mark for the 
last 10 days.

Read more... Read more...

R
ipple CEO 
Garlinghouse 
claims a “big 

win” in the dismissal of 
an SEC motion while 
remaining silent about 

the ruling on his own 
motion.

Southern New York 
District Court Judge 
Analisa Torres issued 

two rulings Friday on 
motions filed in the 
Security and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) law-
suit against Ripple Labs.

Ripple argued that 
it was not given fair 
notice by the agency 

that it would consider 
the token a security, 
thus denying the com-

pany due process. 
Judge Torres denied 
the SEC motion, filed 

in April, to dismiss this 
defense, and by doing 
so affirmed that the 

defense is viable in the 
suit — in other words, 
that the defense, if 

accepted, could be 
used to win the case.

The judge also denied 
a motion filed by Ripple 

CEO Brad Garlinghouse 
and executive chairman 
Chris Larsen in April to 

dismiss the case against 
them for aiding and 
abetting the alleged 

unregistered securi-
ties sales. By filing the 
motion, the defendants 

claimed that, even if the 
allegations in the suit 
were true, they would 

not comprise a winnable 
case.

While Garlinghouse 
hailed the rejection 
of the SEC motion 

as a “huge win” on 
Saturday, the case is 
still in the pleadings 

stage, so there are 
likely to be many more 
legal maneuvers to 

come. Since the deci-
sions Friday, Ripple has 
moved to strike a sup-

plemental report rebut-
ting an expert report on 
the market performance 

of XRP.

https://www.newsbtc.com/news/bitcoin-hashrate-swells-15-since-last-week-as-analysts-expect-mining-difficulty-to-increase/
https://www.newsbtc.com/news/bitcoin-hashrate-swells-15-since-last-week-as-analysts-expect-mining-difficulty-to-increase/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/motions-denied-for-both-sec-and-ripple-as-battle-continues
https://cointelegraph.com/news/motions-denied-for-both-sec-and-ripple-as-battle-continues
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Maker of Angelic 
Gets $10M in Round 
Joined By Animoca 
Brands, Pantera 
Capital, Solana 
Capital, Everyrealm

Department of 
Justice Targets 
Crypto Exchanges 
in Effort To Clamp 
Down on Russian 
Oligarchs

A 
blockchain-
based 
MMORPG has 

yet to go mainstream, 
but some industry 
leaders are betting 
eight figures the first 
could be Angelic.

Metaverse Game 
Studios has raised $10 
million in an invest-
ment round led by 
blockchain gaming 
company Animoca 

Brands, crypto-
focused hedge fund 
Pantera Capital, 
Solana Ventures, and 
metaverse investment 
company Everyrealm.

OKX Blockdream 
Ventures, Mechanism 
Capital, Morningstar 
Ventures, Huobi 
Ventures, Shima 
Capital, Ancient8, and 
Rainmaker also partici-
pated in the round.

Metaverse Game 
Studios’ first title is 
Angelic, which aims to 
be a AAA MMORPG 
in a sci-fi world. Its 
developers have previ-
ously worked on AAA 
games like League 
of Legends, Far Cry, 
Metro Exodus, and 
Halo 3.

Angelic released its 
first gameplay footage 
back in September 
2020 and has plans 

to release “Founder 
Series” NFTs, token 
sales, airdrops, and 
two demos this year.

In a statement, 
Pantera Capital part-
ner Paul Veradittakit 
called Angelic “a 
much needed top-tier 
game product” in the 
blockchain gaming 
space.

Read more...

Read more...

The Department of 
Justice (DOJ) says 
crypto exchanges 
will be included in 
a sweeping new 
strategy to clamp 
down on the assets 
of Russian oligarchs.

Earlier this month, 
the DOJ announced 
the launch of a new 
task force called 
KleptoCapture 
aimed at targeting 
oligarchs and other 
high-ranking Russian 
officials during its 
war with Ukraine.

According to the 
DOJ, the task force 
is “dedicated to 
enforcing sweeping 
sanctions, export 
restrictions, 
and economic 

countermeasures 
that the US has 
imposed, along with 
allies and partners, in 
response to Russia’s 
unprovoked military 
invasion of Ukraine.”

In a new interview 
with NBC News, 
an unnamed senior 
Justice Department 
official says the task 
force will not only 
enforce the sanctions 
but also seek to seize 
their crypto assets as 
well.

“Our success will 
be defined as 
dismantling, disruption 
and discomfort for 
these oligarchs, their 
enablers, and their 
networks.
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Gas fees: Ethereum 
is now cheaper than 
Polygon

W
ith gas fees 

as low as 
10 gwei, 

Ethereum’s layer-1 is 

becoming a bargain 
deal, even compared 
with sidechains like 

Polygon. Ethereum gas 
fees are now at their 
lowest since July 2020.

Who would have 
guessed Ethereum 

gas fees would ever 
be cheap again? 
Sometimes the past 
week, gas fees have 

been as low as just 10 
gwei per gas unit even 
for high-priority trans-

actions. As one gwei is 
one-billionth of an eth, 
this means a transac-

tion on Ethereum (ETH) 
mainchain can be as 
affordable as 50 cents 

in total.

To find equivalent price 

levels, one has to go 
back to July 2020. This 
is the first time in nearly 

two years when using 
the Ethereum network’s 
layer-1 chain costs users 

so little. Last May, in 
contrast, fees reached 
as much as $70 per 

transaction. On May 

19th 2021, an all-time-
high gas fee was print-
ed at over 659 gwei on 

average. That’s almost 
66 times as much as the 
10 gwei seen recently.

Transactions still in high 
demand

Yet, network demand 
remains relatively high 
with more than one mil-

lion transactions a day. 
This number has not 
fallen as much as the 
gas fess, in fact, the 

number of transactions 
stays relatively level 
over time.

As CryproSlate reported 
last week, transac-

tion fees on Ethereum 
have dropped from as 
high as $200 to as low 

as $15 within the last 
six months. According 
to Arcane Research, 

cited in the article, the 
main reason behind the 
recent drop in Ethereum 

gas fees is the lower 
trading volume, and 
perhaps lower interests, 

in non-fungible tokens 
or NFTs.

Read more...

Read more...

Canadian Cops 
Confiscate Bitcoin 
Worth Over $28 
Million From Ex-
Gov’t Employee

S
ebastien Vachon-
Desjardins — a 
former Canadian 

government IT 
professional — was 
charged with conspiracy 
to commit computer and 
wire fraud, and other 
offenses in a federal 
court in Florida, the US 
Department of Justice 
said Friday.

The Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police 
(RCMP) raided Vachon-
Desjardins’s home and 
seized 719 bitcoins 
worth more than $28 
million, or 790,000 in 
Canadian currency.

Prosecutors claim he 
used the “NetWalker” 
ransomware to 
target businesses, 
municipalities, hospitals, 
and law enforcement 
during the height of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The arrest comes 
in the face of a 
global crackdown 
on ransomware. In 

November, US President 
Joe Biden promised to 
use “the full strength of 
the federal government” 
to disrupt malicious 
cyber activity.

Several large-scale 
operations have 
since brought down 
ransomware groups 
such as Russia-based 
REvil and other related 
hacking groups.

Bitcoin As Ransomware 
Payment
The cybersecurity 
community increasingly 
cites bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies as a 
significant enabler of 
ransomware attacks.

Suspected ransomware 
payments totaling $590 
million were made in the 
first six months of 2021 
and have continued 
to exceed estimates 
since the early months 
of 2022, US authorities 
said.
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Stablecoin Econo-
my Nears $200B, 
UST Supply Jumps 
Higher, USDN 
Spikes 43% in 30 
Days

Read more...
Read more...

D
uring the last 
12 months the 
stablecoin 

economy has grown 
massive and the current 
valuation today is only 

$13 billion away from 
tapping the $200 billion 
mark. This month, the 

two biggest gainers 
in terms of 30-day 
issuance include Terra’s 

UST jumping 29.9% 
and Neutrino Protocol’s 
USDN spiking 43.8%.

Stablecoin Market 
Capitalization Continues 

to Swell, Tether Crosses 
$80 Billion
Monthly statistics show 

the largest stablecoin in 
terms of market capital-
ization, tether (USDT), 

increased by 2% this 
month as the valuation 
crossed the $80 billion 

mark. USDT is massive 
compared to the rest 
of the stablecoins in 

the crypto economy as 
its valuation represents 
42.78% of the $187 bil-

lion stablecoin economy 
today.

Furthermore, tether’s 
$80 billion market 
capitalization equates 

to 4.46% of the entire 
$1.83 trillion crypto 
economy. The second-

largest stablecoin in 
terms of market capital-
ization, usd coin (USDC) 

only increased by 0.3% 
this past month.

USDC has a market val-
uation of around $52.3 
billion today which 

equates to 2.92% of the 
crypto economy and 
27.96% of the stable-

coin economy.

FCA issues termina-
tion order for Bitcoin 
ATMs

T
he financial 
watchdog in 
the U.K. has 

declared that all non-
registered ATMs must 
be immediately closed 
down or be subject to 
undisclosed additional 
action.

Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA), United 
Kingdom’s central 
financial regulator, has 
issued a verdict on the 
presence of Bitcoin 
(BTC) ATMs within the 
island country.

In what has come as a 
surprise to many within 
the industry, the U.K. 

authority has issued 
a stern “shut down or 
face further action“ 
order to operators of 
Bitcoin ATMs, outlining 
their intentions to con-
tact these companies 
to affirm the notice.

The watchdog cited 
a lack of regulatory 
structure, the high-risk 
potential of fluctuating 
assets and the impor-
tance of upholding the 
principles established 
within the Money 
Laundering Regulations 
(MLR) as the pri-
mary reasons for the 
enforcement.

“We are concerned 
about crypto ATM 
machines operating in 
the UK and will there-
fore be contacting the 
operators instructing 
that the machines be 
shut down or face fur-
ther action."

The FCA has granted 
registration approval 
to 33 crypto compa-
nies since August 2020 

under the MLR frame-
work, the most notable 
of which being: Gemini 
Europe Ltd, Kraken‘s 
holding company 
Payward Ltd, Galaxy 
Digital UK Limited and, 
more recently added 
to the list on Jan. 14, 
eToro (UK) Ltd.
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